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FOREWORD

The workshop, “Distributed Computer Systems,” was held in Freder—
icksburg, Virginia , 7—9 June 1977 and sponsored by the Chief of Naval
Material* for the purpose of discussing the impact, payoff , and techni-
cal issues of distributed computer systems. The concept of distributing
the computing portion of systems is the result of new advances in compo-
nent and device technology, particularly the microcomputer; and the Navy
has a number of programs implementing these concepts as an integral part
of systems designs.

This report consists of reviews by the authors and, as such, consti—
tutes their understanding of the talks presented. The authors would
like to apologize for any errors or misinterpretations and request that
these not be considered as a reflection on the presentors.

This report was reviewed and approved by Walter P. Warner, Head,
Computer Program Division, Strategic Systems Department, Naval Surface
Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia; and William J. Dejka, Naval Ocean
Systems Center , San Diego, California.
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INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

The principal topics of the workshop were the design concepts and
implementation approaches for exploiting low-cost hardware and simpli—
fying software through distributed systems. Particular goals included
were to:

a. Provide a common understanding of distributed systems design
criteria and program objectives influenced by distributed computer
systems concepts

b. Conduct a quick but complete review of distributed concepts
and approaches used in current Navy systems implementations H

c. Present a survey of the state of the art of distributed systems
theory and ongoing research

d. Identify common issues as they apply/relate to Navy distributed
systems and define additional areas of research and development

e. Provide a forum for the discussion of trends, ideas, and tech-
nologies, as well as impact or potential payoff which can be mutually
beneficial to both technical and management areas

This workshop was intended to meet the needs of many with diverse
backgrounds and experience, and it reflects the importance of this com-
plex subject in future Navy systems development.

ISSUES

Many different issues were identified as critical or as having an
impact on distributed systems designs:

1. Definitions of distributed computing , distributed systems, H
and other basic terms have many different meanings to various individ—
uals; and a complete set of accepted definitions is critical to fos-
tering technology, through communications , both with the written word
or personal interaction.

2. Standards in bussing , protocol, software, and other design and
specification areas are critical to the quick and effective design of
systems. These standards must not limit future enhancement of tech-
nology however.

_ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3. Whether to have autonomous nodes or centralized control is
an issue which must be resolved based on the practicality of design
in both the near and far term.

4. The choice of dedicated function processors or total recon-
figurability is an issue which separates into the technology for large
general—purpose computer designs and the distribution of large numbers
of functionally dedicated microcomputers.

5. Techniques must be developed for systems trade—offs and per-
formance estimation in view of rapidly changing design requirements.

6. Operational implications, requirements/risk impact, etc., will
be concerns if the Navy widely accepts new distributed systems design
techniques.

7. Interunit communication involving levels of protocol and unit
synchronization are necessary, but their identifications and defini-
tions must be undertaken.

8. Security of systems under distributed and dedicated computer
systems design and its criticality in meeting future system require-
ments are necessary.

9. Fault—tolerance and testability issues, maybe the single most
difficul t and complex areas associated with distributed systems designs,
must be addressed through a planned program of research and development.

10. Software continues to be a cost—driving factor in systems
designs and will continue with distributed systems.

~‘ORMAT

In order to meet the objectives of the workshop, the format chosen
for the meeting was to include:

1. Introductory session to provide a state—of—the-art overview

2. Three technical sessions consisting of six 10—mm presentations
followed by a 2—hr open discussion

3. Summary session with eight IO—min summaries followed by 2 hr
of open discussion . The agenda for the workshop is given in Table 1.
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This format resulted in maximum interaction between participants. Each
technical presentation, limited to 10 mm , resulted in concise, to—the—
point viewgraphs focusing on task objective, approach, and summary of
results. Any further information on the subject matter was presented
during the 2—hr open—discussion period and only after the participants
strongly r quested amplifying data.

PARTICIPANTS

Various Navy organizations and many different levels of technical
and managerial personnel were participants at the workshop (see Appendix A)
A summary of the representation by organization is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Organizational List of Attendees

ASN (R&D) 1 NOSC 12
OPNAV 1 NWC 2
NAVSEA 4 NAFI 3
NAVSUP 3 NTEC 1
NAVSEC 2 NCSL 1
NAVELEX 6 NRL 2
NAVMAT 4 NPGS 2
NAVAIR 2 AFSC 1
NAVFACENGCOMHQ 2 RADC 1
ONR 1 FACSO 1
NAVDAC 3 JPL 1
NUSC 10 (~4c 1
NADC 14 CONTRACTORS 16
NS~~ 31 TOTAL 128

OVERVIEW BY THE CHAIRMEN

The Dis t r ibuted Computer Systems Workshop, sponsored by LCDR Jack
Dietzler  ( MAT 0312) , brought together people in the Navy who are working
in the f ield . The purpose was to see if an agreement could be reached
as to where the Navy stands today, what direction it is going in , and
what issues the Navy R&D community faces in the field of distributed
systems. CAPT Richard Wilson (NAVAIR 533) set the tone of the workshop
by discussing some of the past, current , and future problems in the
Navy’s use of computers.

5
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In some ways the workshop raised more questions than it settled
as there were disagreements among the participants in many areas. It
definitely served the purpose of bringing some of these issues to the
forefront.

• The introductory talks by Doug Jensen and Phil Enslow addressed
the questions of definitions and categorizing distributed systems.
There was disagreement over the definitions, and this was pointed out
as one of the major hurdles to get over if the Navy was going to be
able to come up with a reasonable set of standards. The question of
standards was introduced by Mr. James Campbell of the Office of the

• Secretary of Navy.

Dan Siewiorek discussed present research in multicomputer systems,
and other participants presented systems under development in the Navy.

Most of the problems seemed to center around how to organize a
distributed system. One group was talking about distributing functions
to a separate microcomputer , while another group was talking about
organizing the microcomputers into a virtual uniprocessor system. Another
issue raised was how to control a distributed system——whether one proc-
essor should be in total control at any given time, or whether control
should be partitioned among the several processors.

One of the gaps evidenced was the availability of tools and tech-
niques for conducting systems trade—of fs and performance estimation.

Some interesting technical areas included the XDP, a distributed
processor ; the SEAMOD concept for distributing shipboard electronics;
the use of flow graphs for systems partitioning; the selection of building
blocks which can be distributed for fault—tolerance computing; and the
development of a software language for computer systems monitoring.
Without a doubt, the Navy demonstrated a clear understanding of the
technology and , more importantly, a desire to solve the critical problems
of the future.

The special session of bus protocol and interface standards was
led by Mr.  Bernie zempolich and Dr. Bob Gordon and focused on the need
for bus protocol standards for intersystem compatibility. The discussions
were very interesting , and further efforts will be needed before the
issues can be sifted out. A particularly interesting presentation was
made by Dr. Jim Howard on the IEEE 488 B bus standard and its possible
use in a microcomputer net.

The summary of the workshop included many technical areas:

1. There is a need for the Navy to clarify the definitions.

6
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2. The software issues of a large multicomputer system need to
be addressed in detail.

3. There is existing work , both in the universities and industry,
focused on multicomputers but little or no work on distributed dedi-
cated functions (SEAMODS is an exception).

4. The fault—tolerance and testing issues are extremely important,
but the workshop did not address them on any level of significance.

The workshop was a success. It brought together 128 persons in-
volved in some way with distributed systems. The participants spoke
freely about the problems as they saw them. The state of the art, systems
objectives, design approaches, and issues in distributed systems were
discussed. Not too many issues were resolved, however.

Recommended areas for further resolution are:

1. Generally accepted definitions and taxonomy including executive/
operating systems functions followed by a good set of standards

2. The implications of future tactical operating philosophy to
distributed systems designs considerations

3. Designs for reliability and maintainability——a critically im-
portant area achievable through distributed designs

It has often been stated that distributed systems designs reduce the
life cycle of software , but the workshop demonstrated a cautious op—

- 

- 
timism in accepting this premise.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
CAPT Richard V. Wilson

( NAVAIR 533)

The single most prominent problem faced by the program manager
who is planning to base his system on advanced technology is the selection
of the technology (or technologies). R&D development cycles, Figure 1,
are becoming so compressed that the program manager must resort to using
a crystal ball to predict the technologies which will be commonplace
in the production time frame of his system. This problem is further
aggravated by the tendency for old technologies to go out of production
once they have beers surpassed . In the electronics field we have this
problem in “spades.”
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Figure 1. Research and Development Life Cycle

If the ordinate of Figure 1 is extended, technology would move
in rapid succession from the transistor to the integrated circuit to
the large—scale integrator circuit or LSI. Using LSI technology, the
central computing unit of a minicomputer can be reduced to a single
square piece of silicon (or sapphire), 100 or 200 mils on a side. Since
the early 1970’s, American industry has refined this process to the point
where today it has a 16—bit minicomputer with a cycle time of 125 nsec
in a single dual—in—line package. That LSI chip may dissipate a mere
100 mW of power; thanks to new sapphire—substrate technology. If these
figures seem extreme to anyone i’~ the audience, he should read the fea-
ture story in the latest issue of “Electronics” magazine.

The P—3C avionics system was designed in the 1960’s to take advan—
tage of an expensive computer resource. All primary tasks are channeled
through the UNIVAC 1830, one of the most advanced airborne computers
of that time. This was the Navy’s first attempt to produce such a com-
plex , computer—controlled ASW aircraft weapon system.
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The experier,ce of the 1960’s resulted in a natural  reaction by
the engineering community to provide additional distributed—processing
resources. These resources, for whatever the reason, were called by
every name under the sun but “computers.”

The S—3A (the next—generation ASW aircraft), for example, uses
more than half a dozen such distribution “processors” in concert with
its general purpose central computer—-the AYK—lO , an airborne version
of the UYK-7.

By the early 1970’s, the full realization of the cost to develop
and utilize the myriad of computers used in tactical applications began
to sink in. The result was a series of computer standardization programs
and the creation of a Tactical Digital System Office at the Chief of
Naval Material (CNM) staff level. This time frame also brought us to
the production of the F—14 aircraft in the Navy. The design of the
F—l4, which embodies four programmable computers of varying complexity,
utilized the concept of centralized analog—to—digital conversion. (The
P—3 and S—3, by comparison , used distributed analog—to—digital conver-
sion where needed.)

Thus was born the Computer Systems Data Converter (CSDC). There
are a great number of analog inputs to this “box.”

The CSDC is complex; there are over 5000 microcircuits in this
“Converter .” The modules are labeled “Computer” and “Memory.” There
is no data bus in the F—l4 since the analog outputs of the various sys—
tems must first be “converted” by the CSDC before they can be used by
the central computer. It is interesting to note that the F—l4 cannot
fly if the CSDC is not functioning .

By the mid 1970’s, technology was well on its way toward imposing
the use of a set of standard computer hardware and software on the Navy
user . On the shipboard side of the house, the Navy had (and still has)
the UYK—7 and UYK—20 . The air side is the AYK—14. Still, the use of
nonstandard hardware and software could not be restricted for sound
technical and economic reasons.

The F—l8, which does have a data bus and depends more on the use
of digital subsystems, will use a pair of AYK—14 standard minicomputers.
Two central computers, although not identical in capabilities (one has
twice the memory capacity of the other), give the aircraft a degree
of redundancy to ensure flight safety. In addition to the central mission
computers , the aircraft will employ other embedded computing resources.
Curiously, these computing resources will be assembled using mostly
the AMD 2900 LSI microprocessor at their core.

9
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The AYK—l4, the first preproduction model of which was delivered
to the Navy in May 1977 also uses the AND 2900. So, in a sense, there
is a measure of commonality at the LSI device level. More importantly,
the use of the same LSI device by many vendors demonstrates the depen—
dence of the aerospace industry on commercially developed LSI to econom—
ically build its electronic subsystems. For this reason, it is incum—
bent upon the users to find ways to facilitate the use of this commer-
cial—technology base.

This must be done without reviving the problems of the 1960’s and
early 1970’s.

Reviewing the situation, the following is revealed:

1. Phase I (1960’s). Expensive data processing resources were

used to their limit. This resulted in complex and possibly even more
expensive software.

2. Phase II (early 1970’s). The engineering community discovered
distributed processing and used it to maximize performance as well as
to create a great number of diverse processors.

3. Phase III (mid 1970’s). Standards designed to solve the prob—
lems developed in Phase I and intended to curb the proliferation of
Phase II were imposed.

4. Phase IV (the present). LSI—based microprocessors which are
being rapidly introduced appear to solve the problems of Phases I and
II and which, in turn, may force reassessment of the premise of our
computer standardization program .

If the cost of computer hardware can be brought low enough where
computers can economically replace simple functions (which, in fact,
has already happened), then functions can be partitioned to the point
where even software costs can be made to approach problem—definition
costs. When this happens, the greatest challenge will lie in defining
and developing the communications among and synchronization of advanced
distributed networks of function—oriented elements.

In Figure 2, a potential system architecture for a 1985—1900 time—
frame aircraft is shown. The communications among the regional terminals
appear as its most distinguishing feature: Note there is no main cen—
tral processor.

10
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This last architecture may seem , at f i r s t  glance , fa r  af ie ld  of
traditional part i t ions for similar systems , but revolutionary concepts
must be considered wi th in  the context of a technology revolution. It

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is incumbent on each program manager to t h i n k  in new and innovative
ways of using the rapidly advancing technology. He must  not be lef t
behind ; the commercial world is moving ahead .

TAXONOMY OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
E. Douglas Jensen (Honeywell)

Figure 3 presents a taxonomy , or naming scheme , for systems of
interconnected computers. I t  is an attempt to provide an implementation—
independent method by which to identify designs, and a common context
in which to discuss them. The taxonomy is based on interprocessor mess-
age handling and hardware interconnection topology, and distinguishes
ten basic multiple—computer architectures. various relevant attributes
are identified and discussed , and examples of actual designs are given
for each architecture. *
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A R C H I T E C T U R E  INTER MEMORY BUS CENTR AL CENTRAL  NETWOR K NETWORK WIN DOW

C O N N E C T I O N  __________ S W I T C H  SWITCH

Figure  3. The Taxonomy

All taxonomy schemes , whether  used by biologists, social scientists,
or computer scient is ts, provide (1) a u se fu l  grouping according to dis-
tinctions and (2)  a consistent , un iversa l ly  understood nomenclature.
A taxonomy of computer systems has a third purpose; it can synthesize
characteristics into something new to meet certain requirements. Such
a system may be able to help in the development of a systematic design
methodology, or even a theory, for distributive processing systems.

* George A. Anderson and E. Douglas Jensen , Computer Interconnection
Structures: Taxonomy, Characteristics , and Examples, Computing Surveys,
Vol. 7 No. 4 December 1975.
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This type of taxonomy is called synthetic, as opposed to the purely
descriptive nature of the other types. A synthetic taxonomy is defined
as a space with points around it, like an N cube. It has none of the
hierarchical problems of outlines and trees.

DEFINITION OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
Dr. Phillip Enslow (Georgia Institute of Technology)

The term “distributed processing” is being used with so many different
connotations that the term itself has become meaningless. Sales people,
especially, abuse the term by using it as a selling point. A good part
of any conversation about distributed systems is spent in defining the
term. These communication problems are serious enough to make the whole
definition issue a management issue.

At this stage, the important point is not the definition itself,
but rather the acceptance of the fact that a definition is required.

Distributed data processing is more than a new technique; it is
an entirely new design philosophy. Specific definitional issues are:

1. Component Multiplicity. Functions can be reassigned and re-
distributed throughout the system. Any type of dedicated functionality
is not distributed processing.

2. Component Distr ibut ion.  Components are interconnected by a
- - ‘- network. There are no master—slave relationships, either physically

or logically.

3. System Unity.  Some type of overall operating system must exist.

4. System Use. Services are requested by name , rather than by
processing module which would ef fect  a master—slave relationship.

5. Component Autonomy. A request can be refused , leading to
bidding , and , perhaps, preemption .

Excluded f r o m  this defini t ion are:

1. Simple and intelligent terminal systems
2. Front-end processors
3. Fragmented or dedicated functions
4. Master—slave relationships

14
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The Bank of Amer ica operates a dis t r ibuted processing system that
meets the definition presented here; it also has a distributed data
base, which is not essential to the definition. If one of the system’s
minicomputers was disconnected from the system, all other processes in
the system would remain up without any software changes, except func—
tions related to the data base contained in that processor. The proc—
essor itself would not be missed by the others. - -

OPERATING SYSTEM I SS UES FOR DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
Charles Arnold (NUSC)

Although distributive systems definitely have an important place
in our technology, there is a danger of their being oversold. Along
with this may come a second wave of software problems similar to what V

the Navy has just been through for centralized systems. We must step
back from the development stage and examine some issues before they
get out of hand.

Four key issues deserving particular attention are:

1. Fault tolerance

2. Protection and security. To protect jobs from each other and
to prevent a hardware or software f a i l u r e  from bringing down an ent i re
system, dis t r ibut ive  systems need global as well as local operators.

3. Communications and synchronization. The deadlock condition
is not a local issue; it must be handled on a global basis.

4. Structure and kernel concepts

15
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SURVEY OF CURRENT MULTICOMPUTER RESEARCH
Dan Siewiorek (Carnegie—Mellon University)

A survey of implemented multicomputer systems reveals the range of
major architectural techniques currently in use. The systems presented
here have been organized into two major groups, according to whether
they are based on messages or shared memory.

MESSAGE-BASED SYSTEMS

1. ARPANET. A store and forward network with an interface message
processor (IMP) that routes and forwards submessages through the network
to another host

2. ALOHANET. A central broadcast network in which all satellites
broadcast on a contention channel with error control. Host sorts the H
messages and transmits back to all satellites on a separate channel H

3. ETHERNET. An extension of the ALOHA architecture, allowing H
multiple broadcasting and receiving by using taps between all stations

4. TANDEM 16 NONSTOP. Designed for distributed—data—base management.
Isolates failures to one processor by using dual-ported I/O devices. An
interprocessor communication bus transfers messages , or even data files,
between processors.

SHARED-MEMORY SYSTEMS

1. Carnegie t4ulti—Mj niprocessor (C.MMP) . A l6—by—16 crosspoint switch,
allowing 16 processors and 16 memory banks to dynamically interact

2. UC at Berkeley PRIME. A multiport—memory system, with thirteen
4—port memories, five processors , and each processor tied to eight memories.
Reliability was the basic goal.

3. PLESSY 250. Multiple buses and CPUs totally and/or partially
tied to multiport memories

4. SIFT. Designed for commercial aviation, uses off—the—shelf
processor/memory pairs. Memories are multiported. The processors can
rewrite local memory, but have read—only access to all other memories.

16
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5. BBN PLURIBUS. Consists of a shared memory, processor buses
(two processors per bus), bus couplers connectiig the two, plus I/O
buses and bus couplers to them. The system operates without interrupts.

6. Computer Module Clusters. The fundamental building block is
a processor-memory pair , called a computer module. Processors share
a memory address space by sending global addresses to a time multiplexed ,
intelligent bus controller called a K—map. A cluster consists of one
K—map and up to 14 computer modules. Logical mapping over intercluster
buses allows memory sharing across a system.

Research problems that must be addressed for any architecture design are:

1. System organization

2. Interprocessor control

3. Deadlocks

4. Small address space

5. Operating system primitives

6. Reliability

7. Problem decomposition

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEMS GOALS FOR SHIPBOARD
COMMAND CONTROL APPLICATIONS

Don Mudd ( NOSC)

The basic problem of the shipboard command and control (C2) comput-
ing function is the integration of a large number of sensors, communi-
cations links , and weapons . Presently , the typica l processing and
architecture of a C2 system is dedicated towards handling each type
of interface separately——a modular software design. A comparison of
characteristics in five currently used systems (NTDS, JPTDS, CGN—38,
SSNX, and AEGIS) reveals:

1. A typical memory capacity is approximately 500K 16—bit words.

2. The two largest systems tequire almost six times the processing
speed of a UYK—20 .

3. Output ranges from 42 to 128 16—bit channels.

17
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4. Individual processing functions occurring in existing parti—
tions of C2 systems generally require 2K to 10K words of memory per
core.

5. External communication per process is between 50 and 20 ,000
words per second.

6. Internal communication between processes within a system varies
between 1K and 5K words per second.

The design of C2 systems must proceed from the point of view of
the total combat scenario; the systems integration aspect should be
consumed within the overall design process.

SURFACE COMBATANT SHIP COMBAT SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
R. P. Cullen (NSWC)

A letter issued by Vice Admiral Doyle, the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations and Surface Warfare , dated 3 November 1976 provided broad
operational guidelines for future combat systems designs. Summarizing
very br iefly , the letter stresses:

1. Delegation of authority to warfare areas

2. Simultaneous or independent action in all warfare areas

3. Retention of overall control by command

The structures of existing combat systems on surface ships are
largely accidental, and they do not agree with the philosophy presented
in the letter . In a typical command organization, system—level functions
are generic rather than being related to warfare areas, which makes
sharing of sensors and sensor information difficult. The systems are
not very flexible, and interconnection problems become more complex
as the systems expand.

The type of guidance presented in Vice Admiral Doyle’s letter was
badly needed. We are presently developing design requirements based
on the letter . The Navy is working towards organizing the distribution
of its combat systems to make them more efficient and more flexible.

18
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THE APPLICATION OF STRUCTURES DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTED
TECHNIQUES TO AVIONICS INFORMATION

PROCESS IN(T ARCHITECTTJRE5
Louis A. Naglak (NADC)

A structured—designs procedure based upon functional—mode parti—
tioning can optimize the advantages offered by distributed—processing
techniques. Core avionics, which comprise processing systems networks
and navigation and communication systems, permits transportability among
aircraft for various missions.

The structured—designs technique breaks down subsystems into functions
and assigns these functions to hardware , software, and firmware components.
A system functional design is applied to the variables involved in a
distributed computer network to determine which functions to be implemented
in software, hardware, or firmware. These variables are:

1. The selection of resources

2 . System module interfaces

3. Interaction between modules

The distribution of processors within subsystems is guided by struc—
tural and a i rc ra f t  systems designs constraints. Software can be simplified

- - by usi ng standa r d languages , software support , and sta ndar d in terfaces
in software and hardware .

Avionics information processing deals with the following subsystems:

1. Communications

2. Radar

3. Navigation - -

4. Acoustics

5. Optical

6. Magnetics

7 . Display subsystems

8 . Operator interfaces

9 . Storage
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SEAMOD
Don Eddington (NOSC)

The SEAMOD studies examined the modulari ty concept for sh ipboard
sensors and weapons systems and found that distributed processing in
this application can achieve :

1. Greater survivabil i ty

2 . Savings in l i fe  cycle costs of software and hardware

3. More frequent modernizations in less time

Dist ributed processing was selected as the solution to two major
problems of shipboard central data systems :

1. The major decoupling required by subsystem changeouts

2. The integration of new software into the central system

The goals set for SEAMOD were (1) to examine the data organization
of combat direction systems and (2) to par t i t ion functions by require-
ments and not by hardware. The primary study showed that a combination
of data buses could accommodate a 30—year life cycle of “changeouts”
on a centralized combat direction system , with substantial software
savings. A second study developed a model of a distributed system based
on the data requirements of each process. Centralized systems programs
were partitioned into 800 to 1000 functions, and these functions were
repartitioned according to mission , configuration , subsystem, and im-
plementation dependencies. These were assigned to a larger number of
smaller , cheaper , and sometimes slower computers. The various processors
(up to 50) were tied together by common data bases. Even though the
total system costs about the same to build as a centralized system,
over the life cycle of the ship approximately $8 million was saved be-
cause changeouts were cheaper . The model was later extended into a
generic combat directions system , and it is presently being applied
to the FFG—X.

INTERCONNECTION TECHNOLOGY AND NAVY SYSTEMS
Allan Clearwaters (NUSC)

The Navy is a systems—oriented organization . The use of distributed
processing in Navy systems must be evaluated in terms of its impact on
the total system operation. In that frame of reference , the greatest
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asset offered by distributive processing is its flexibility. Problems
created by expanding technologies and long—lead times can be counter—

V acted by systems that can absorb technological change.

Two key concepts in designing flexible systems are:

1. Functional design

2. Flexible interconnection architecture

A function has two definitions within a system, each one subject
to changes at different rates. The logical definition describes what
the function does; the physical definition describes the actual incar-
nation of the function and will change more rapidly than the logical
definitions. Technological updates to systems designed to accommodate
changes in their physical functions would not be a major problem.

Interconnection technology must provide a system architecture cap—
able of absorbing functional changes. This means, in effect, that im-
plementation must also be functional. The tight functional interconnec-
tions in current systems preclude the incorporation of state—of—the—
art technology into those systems .

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROGRAMS IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
Leonard S. Haynes ( ONR)

The Office of Naval Research ( ONR) , Code 437 , supports many basic
research projects relevant to both loosely and t ight ly coupled distrib-
uted computer systems. The Office isolates key problems causing bottle-
necks in the development of new systems for the Navy and provides funding
in support of research leading to their solution. Basic issues currently
being supported concern resource management and operating systems design ,
reliability, and security . A brief description of specific projects
will provide an overview of current e f fo r t s :

1. Dr. Kimbleton , Universi ty of Southern Cal i fornia .  Queing models
and dynamic resource allocation

2 . Professor Lienz , UCLA . Performance assessment using an a i r c r a f t
carrier command—control system

3. Professor Van Dam , Brown University . Dynamic distributed processing ,
effectiveness under various forms of data structure segmentation
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4. Professor Chu , UCLA . Dynamically reconfigurable and survivable
networks

5. Professor Morgan , Universi ty of Pennsylvania. Distributive—data
bases and automatic alerting on the occurrence of specific information
patterns

6. Professor Hsiao, Ohio State. Design of a secure, efficient data-
base computer

7. Dr. Carl Hewitt, MIT. Electronic messages carrying algorithms to
be exec’ited on their receipt

8. Professor Farber , UC Irvine. A cable—based ring network for inter-
connecting processors

9. Professor Lipton, Yale. Synchronization primitives and formal
math models of parallel processes

ONR is also funding , for the second year , a workshop on Distributed
Processing at Brown Universi ty .

A COMMAND CONTROL CONCEPT
John Griffin (EG&G)

Over the years the trend has been that the systems acquisition
manager has been able to buy more and more performance for the dollar ;
there has been an order—of—magnitude improvement every five to ten years.
However , he has not really been able to see the benefits of lower hard-
ware costs. Actually, the sharply escalating software costs are depriving
him of total performance savings.

The price of a box of electronics has remained fairly constant
over the past 20 years , but systems capabilities and systems performance
have been increasing rapidly. Things can be done faster than before,
but more things and more complicated things are being done.

From an analysis of the d i f ferences  in programs and types of pro-
gramming (is it a control problem or a data—base problem , is it slightly
different or a whole lot different from a previous job, are the programmers
new or are they experienced , etc.); a complexity factor can be arrived
at. The average productivity for military systems is 100 instructions
a man month , and the cost of programmers to the Navy is about $66,000
per year——about $55 per instruction. Thus, a 100,000—instruction pro-
gram——which is not a very big program——costs $5-l/2 million .
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Development costs are only part of the story. Suppor t and main—
tenance cost much more. If the system has a 10—year life cycle, develop—

V 
ment represents only about 30% of total cost.

In the fu ture , systems will continue to get bigger , more complex ,
and therefore more expensive . In the past , centralized architectures
or closely coupled architectures were developed as a measure to over-
come the high cost of hardware. This method of doing things, however ,
has required much more coordination in terms of systems integration ,
adding a lot of dollars and a lot of time. Some development cycles
are as long as 15 years.

A solution to this problem must be based on the development of
well—defined interfaces, following good systems engineering practices.

V Some suggested basic principles are:

1. Well—defined interfaces between functional groupings of hardware

2. Well—defined systems functional requirements

3. Independent design and analysis responsibilities for each system

4. Standard data transmission formats between systems

5. System—level design and implementation ground rules

6. A simple method of altering interfaces and requirements

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER INVESTIGATIONS FOR
SHIPBOARD COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS

E. .1. Wells (NOSC)

NOSC is presently investigating two different share—bus distr ibu-
tive processing concepts for a combat—direction system. The specific
application is for a real—time , computerized—tactical information system
providing automated command and decision—making functions for the con-
trol and coordination of sensors and weapons systems. The two archi-
tectures presently being investigated are (1) the shipboard data multiplex
system (SDMS) and (2) the Honeywell experimental distributed processor
(XDP). The SDMS is comprised of five buses, each with a centralized
controller. The XDP, however , has a single bus with decentralized con-
trol.

The five physical buses in SDMS run the length of the ship. Each
has its own continuously scanning traffic controller. There are four
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data channels and one control channel for each bus , making 20 data channels
in all. The control channel polls areas and then informs that messages
may be transmitted .

Area multiplexers connect remote multiplexers, and thus user equip-
ment, to the buses and are physically connected to all five buses.
This enhances system revivability. Also, all user elements connected
to SUMS have two entirely separate physical paths to the bus.

There are 13 different types of I/O cards supportable by SDMS,
including interfaces for displays, guns, missile launchers, and, our
main concern, processors. The entire interface capacity of the system
is 32 remote multiplexers x 64 I/O cards per remote multiplexer.

SDMS presently has a two—processor configuration but will expand
in the near future to five processors. Three different processors will
be used in the configuration: the 1215 and L20 military computers and
the ALPHA LSI minicomputer . The ALPHA minicomputer will also be employed
by the XDP, enabling the use of some standard applications software
for both systems.

The XDP system was discussed in a previous presentation. Briefly ,
this system is characterized by its decentralized bus control. All
processing elements are connected to a global bus by a bus interface
unit (BIU) , which has no location constraints as to where it can tie
onto the bus. A 256—bit-time—lock vector in the BIU allows it to de-
termine when its processing element has control of the bus.

AVIONIC INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS
DESIGNS METHODOLOGY

Stanley B. Greenberg ( NADC )

NAVAIRD EVCEN , in conjunction with Sperry Univac, has been developing
a unified design methodology for avionic information processing systems.
The methodology, presented briefly in the following list, provides a
structured , step—by—step guideline for the design process.

1. Define the application in terms of functional—performance require—
ments

2. Break down the requirements into functional units called de—
compositional elements

3. Identify interfaces between these elements, using them to map
elements into larger units called decompositional units (DU5)
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4. Build a control structure with the DUs

5. Select an implementation medium (hardware, software, firmware)
for each DI.?

V 6. Celect hardware for each component (standard or nonstandard)

7. configure hardware system

8. Map other DUs onto the hardware system

9. Validate the design with a system simulation

At each step in the process, a decision matrix is used that contains
appropriate assessment criteria. The decision matrices presently exist-
ing are qualitative , with decision elements being positive, neutral ,
or negative. They are also preliminary, and work is continuing to quan-
tify the matrix elements and to further screen the assessment criteria.
Expected future improvements to the methodology include the incorporation
of existing design tools such as the University of Michigan ’s User Require-
ments Language Analyzer , strategy assignment, and the automation of
selected procedures.

MONITORING A DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING SYSTEM
Richard Fryer (NWC)

At the Naval Weapons Center in China Lake, California , a software
validation and control system (SOVAC) has been evolving over the past
10 years as a response to our needs in performing tactical avionic check-
outs. The first system, a memory—bus monitor, was too manual to be
of much use. The incorporation of minicomputers in the memory-bus moni-
tor produced a second—generation test device that is highly utilized
by the avionics industry and the Air Force , known as the computer monitor
and controller (cMAC) . The SOVAC is the third generation system.

The SOVAC examines the system ’s buses (I/O bus and automatic ground
equipment bus) via a custom interface. A microcontroller is tied to
the interface , which performs the real—time access requested by SOVAC
users. A microcomputer (LSI 11) and a graphic terminal (Tektronic 4014)
complete the system. This is a testing device for a single computer .
The next stage in its development will be an adaptation so that it can
be used on multiple computer systems.

The SOVAC user language is easy to use, adapted from BASIC and
other successful languages. The command set has a logical sense to
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it t~-at is easily understood . Editing can be performed in the user
mode. Commands without line numbers are executed in direct mode.

The complex-condition command (IF COMPLEX CONDITION IS MET THEN
ACTION) detects three forms of complex conditions. The user can combine
these to make more complex conditions. The complex condition device
gives the user the ability to follow his intuitions about the cause of
a problem to understand exactly what is happening within the system
so that he can trace the bug.

A SOVAC for multiple computing systems will extend the complex—
condition capability to allow the introduction of external events (events
from another CPU, for example). With this fourth complex condition form,
the user will identify an outside monitor and an event within that monitor
(optional) and SOVAC will:

Determine the effect of the chosen event on the processor being
tested, through looping , logical ands and ors, and time synchronization.

We are presently working on an application of this technique to
be used on the F—18 multiplex system.

A MULTI-DISTRIBUTED PROCESSOR SYSTEM (MDPS)
-
~ 

- 
William Sheppard (NOSC)

NOSC has developed a multi—distributed processor system (MDPS)
capable of supporting 24 processor modules per cabinet. The MDPS cabi—
nets can be connected together via an interconnecting network that es-
sentially allows any processor module in any cabinet to communicate
directly with any other processor module in another cabinet. The I/O
processor modules are designed to interface between the exchange bus
on which all processor modules communicate and per ipheral devices or
communication links external to the MDPS. The computing processor modules
have no I/O other than via the exchange bus, and their main function
is to process data that has been entered into the MDPS via an I/O proc-
essor module.

The MDPS was to be installed in September 1977 as an operational
system at the Strategic Air Command (SAC) Headquarters, Of futt Air Force
Base , Omaha , Nebraska. The MDPS was to be implemented as a message—
routing switch for the program—assisted console evaluation resource
(PACER) system. The MDPS was to connect eight 50—K-bit communication
channels from two Honeywell 6080 mainframe computers to 48 different
display terminals in support of the real—time PACER operation.
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Another proposed utilization of the MDPS architecture is as an
V interface unit to the AUTODIN switching network. This AUTODIN inter-

face would allow various processors to communicate with AtITODIN via
their standard communication channels with no software or hardware changes

• to their systems.

Experience with the MDPS architecture indicates that this archi—
tecture is a viable solution to many Navy problems, such as the instru—
mentation of the Electromagnetic Vulnerability Assessment Project (EMVAP)
and the automated message entry systems (AMES).

FLOW GRAPHS AND DATA FLOW GRAPHS
USED TO AID THE PARTITIONING PROCESS

Uno R. Kodres (NPGS)

A diag ram of a standard electrical network can be expressed in
flow—chart form , and therefore techniques for solving voltage and current
problems in a standard electrical network can be adapted to solve exe—
cution—time unknowns for software programs . A directed graph , w i th
arcs representing resistors , cu r rent  generators , and voltage sources,
is used to solve for current or voltage unknowns in an electrical network.
Relationships between these arcs are then developed , Ki r k o f f ’ s laws
are applied , and equations are developed expressing total current and
voltage in terms of known quant i t ies .

fr . Apply ing this technique to execution time analyses in software
programs, a directed graph is drawn from a flow chart .  The arcs repre—
sent execution instruction sequences. Kirkoff’s laws are adapted to
thi s situa t ion by substit u ti ng t ime values for each execution sequence
f or the resistance values used in the electrical problem. The total
execution time for a program is the sum of all the matrices representing
each arc in the directed graph .

A problem in dis t r ibuted processing concerns partitioning . Data
flow gr aphs , which i l lustrate the inputs and outputs of a system in terms
of data and functional quantities , are useful tools in the partitioning
process. One graph describes a single operational in terval , with def ini te
starting and terminal points .  In this manner , a complex flow chart can
be represented by a series of individual  graphs of data—flow sequences.
The partitioning problem is thus reduced to a graph—partitioning problem,
for which there are many effective algorithms minimizing the number of

V interconnections between parts of the graph . This will effectively reduce
the number of communications requirements between the system ’s computers.
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Data flow graphs are also useful in analyzing flows for the purpose
of testing programs. They indicate which execution sequences are independent
from each other , wh ich reduces the number of combinations of sequences
to be tested.

SECNAV POLICY GUIDANCE
B. Zempolich ( NAVAIR)

A well—conceived policy can maximize competitive procurements,
minimize loss of previous investments, and allow new—technology invest-
ments. This policy should also establish procurement flexibility by
weapons systems and by platform. Standardization of interface char-
acteristics is a must.

PROTOCOLS
Paul Levine (NU SC)

The primary reason for intersystem connection is to pass informa-
tion. A strategy common to computer networking efforts is the separa—
tion of information handling into several distinct functional levels.
These levels correspond to the conceptual views the networking machinery
has of information at different stages of its operation. This formal
layering is motivated by a desire to support functional abstraction.
Modular programming allows each member of a software team to develop
an operational code independently of the language and style of the code
with which it must interact. Similarly, layers of abstraction for in-
formation exchange allow a network implementer to build each of the
several functions of a network out of any of the appropriate and avail-
able technologies. The idea is to be able to modify any layer of a
network without disturbing any other layers. Such modifications may
become desirable as a result of changing technologies or requirements.

Six levels of func tion and therefore six layers of protocol that
support information exchange have been identified . These range from
the electr ical level at wh ich informat ion is viewed as pulses of voltage
or light to the highest level at which information is a medium for inter—
process communication. At each level, we have identified particular
information processing functions to-be performed . While not every facility
at each level is necessary for every network implementation , the clear
separation of functions into layers allows simpler modification and
maintenance of the network environment.
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A preliminary classification has been made of some of the more
widely discussed protocols; however , a much more detailed examination
of existing protocols is in order. Further , the time is nearing when
the selection of military (if not general) network protocols will be-
come crucial to systems designs and construction. With the proper
review and evaluation of existing (and proposed) computer networking
protocols, a set of standards can be developed to meet the increasing
desire to interconnect computers and computer—based systems in a rea-
sonable time frame.

ADAPTABLE SHIPBOARD TACTICAL DATA
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

LCDR H. C. Schleicher ( NOSC)

The interconnection of computer components using bulky , expensive,
parallel cabling and manual switches has been replaced in shore—based
complexes at three locations by parallel serial converters, electronic
matrix switches, and serial parallel converters. The added versatility
of the matrix switch is as desirable as its savings in material, weight,
and installation costs. Also, automatic fault detection and correction
are feasible with the matrix switch.

Specific problems existing in current shipboard systems were iden—
tified as follows:

-: 1. No pooling or sharing of backup equipment

2. Slow recovery time/reconfiguration time

3. No real configuration management

4. Physical size and weight of parallel cables and switches

5. No facility for growth and expansion

The adaptable shipboard tactical data distribution system was de-
signed to provide for these deficiencies. The system is compartmentized
and functionally expandable , reliable through redundancy , and self—healing .
Future tactical data systems, both shipboard and shore—based , will be
impacted by the necessity to conduct serial interchange of data through
a versa tile , compartmentized , expandable distributed switching and con—
trol system.
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IEEE STANDARD 488
Jim Howard (UCSB)

IEEE STD—488 defines a general—purpose digital interface for testing
instruments of varying complexity. It permits the configuration of a
multilevel system without a major design effort, providing a standard—
ized communication link between the components of the system. A brief
summary of the specification is presented here.

The maximum number of devices that can be interconnected on one bus
is 15. The interconnection network is either star or linear . There are
16 active signal lines. Message transfer is byte serial, bit parallel,
and asynchronous. Data is transferred with an interlocked , three—wire
handshake technique, with a maximum rate of 1 megabyte per second over
a limited distance of 2 meters. There is a total of 10 interface func-
tions. The pr imary address scheme accommodates 31 talk and 31 listen;
the secondary scheme expands the address to 961 talk and 961 listen.
Controllers can pass control to each other , but only one controller can
be active at a time. The driver and receiver circuits are TTL compatible.

IEEE STD—488 specifies eight data lines, three data—transfer lines,
and five active—bus—management lines. The cable connection strategy is
well defined , and the cables themselves are standardized.

Specific advantages of IEEE STD—488 are:

1. It has inexpensive configuration with off—the—shelf instruments.

2. Flexibility allows easy reconfigurations.

3. Many vendors support it.

4. It is nationally accepted and becoming international.

5. Instrumentation interfaces are easy to design.

6. Potential exists for distributed systems.

7. It is mechanically and electrically standardized .

8. Data lines can be increased without changing protocols.

9. Success promises a 488 LSI interface chip.

Some limitations of the standard , besides those built in by the
specifications described above, are:
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1. Bus transfer rate is limited by slowest listener in system.

2. Implementation is difficult, relatively, because of the speci-
fications’ s complexity.

3. Address assignments for various classes of instruments have
not been standardized.

4. Software has not been standardized .

NAT IONAL I/O INTERFACE STANDARDS
Dell Shoemaker (GSA)

In 1967 , the American National Standards Institute (ANSI ) organized
a study group devoted to I/O interfaces. The effort to establish an
acceptable standard continued and is now in the final stages of the
review process.

The proposed standard concerns lower—level interfaces, with “ lower
level” ~~~ . ~d as device—independent interfaces, basically simpler and
cheaper thak: channels, directed towards a specific application. The
standard does not include interfaces appropriate for distributed systems,
but those are in the development stage. Also, two standards for mini—

- 
- computers will be distributed for public comment within three to six

months.

The entire project has been controversial, and the standard has
withstood much criticism. Most negative comments have been directed
towards the fact that a specific manufacturer ’s product is being supported
by the standard , in contrast to IEEE STD—488, which does not lend itself
to any particular manufacturer .

The proposal is out for the comment period at present. When that
is over , the technical committee will revise or modify the document,
if necessary to achieve acceptance, as dictated by industry consensus.
The x3 Committee, the final technical committee at ANSI, must approve
the proposal, and then it will be presented to the Board of Standard
Reviews for final approval.
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MIL—STD 1553
Richard De Sipio ( NADC )

The 1553 protocol was generated by the Air Force a few decades
ago to prevent the proliferation of data—link multiplex systems. The
goal was to facilitate the interfacing in central integrated systems.
At the same time, the Navy developed a general—purpose multiplex system
based on the SUMS holding architecture , which was appropriate for dis-
tributive systems. The major difference between the 1553 and the Navy ’s
system was that the Navy ’s system included the capability of handling
off—bus control, and the 1553 did not. A coordinated effort between
the triservices, DOD, and industry resulted in the l553A, which included
a dynamic bus—allocation feature, and also a stand—alone controller
feature and a free—running polling bus controller . A l553B, which pro—
vides for a broadcast mode, is now being generated .

Standardization is a slow process, but with patience and proper
planning standards can guide industry—developed technology in desirable
directions. A particularly useful planning technique is partitioning ,
which permitted the standard to accommodate new technologies as they
developed. The 1553 was applied first to aircraft—control—status signals.
Later , in the Fl6 and Fl8, it was applied to all signal types. A pro—
grain is presently under development for an audio—multiplex system, which
will use the l553A. Other wide—band requirements are also being investi-
gated, all to use the 1553A protocol. NADC convinced industry that
we would be continuing to use this protocol and expanding its applica— - -

tions, and they developed 1.51 chips to satisfy the protocol.

This development was never contracted for ; it evolved because in-
dustry was assured , through NADC ’s pattern of development, that the
military would purchase a technology that accommodated the 1553.

BUSES AND DISTRIBIJTIVE COMPUTE R SYSTEMS
David Rennels (JPL)

A complexity problem became apparent during the design of a dis-
tributed processing system for future spacecraft applications. The
system consisted essentially of six spacecraft—subsystem terminal mod—
ules interacting with two higher—level processors, with interactions
too complex for one removed from the design process to understand .
It has been realized that a distributed—processing system too complicated
to test and understand will not sell.
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The configuration was greatly simplified by eliminating all mad
interrupts and constraining the I/O to discrete points in time, with
software for each module running in incremental segments. The result
was 250 words of sequence programming in each modt.le and a global—command
process tying the system together.

Desirable features for t~’e system ’s bus are:

1. Transparency. UMA—block transfers should be by name and not
by address.

2. Simplified formats. The communications within the computer
should be limited to only that necessary for the bus to transfer data.
Status messages are desirable for reliability .

3. Limited complexity. System users should be able to understand
the interfaces.

4. Type timing. Requirements are not necessary.
-1

5. Reliability and fault tolerance. The higher—leve l modules
must be fault tolerant. This system will use a daisy—chain interconnection
scheme to achieve redundancy .

JPL designed their own bus and used the 1553—type interface, with
a few augmentations. Currently, the use of microprogrammed—data terminals
instead of data path is being studied , which would allow for flexible
DMA channels interfacing with a number of microprocessors. A possible
extension of this configuration is the inclusion of more buses and bus - 

-

interface hardware. A further step is the incorporation of a uniform
set of data paths and a bus terminal into a chip.

In conjunction with NASA , JPL is also examining the issue of fault
tolerant distributive computer systems, which is essentially a stand—
by redundant system at the higher level. Although fault tolerance at
the intelligent—terminal level may not always be necessary, there are
cases (i.e., attitude control) when redundancy is desirable .
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A FAMILY OF SPECIAL-PURPOSE PROCESSORS FOR
DISTRIBUTED-DEDICATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Maniel Vineberg (NOSC)

A family of dedicated, special—purpose processors called the pro-
grammable algorithm machine (PAM) is being developed. The PAM will
feature a processor composed of multiple—processing elements, separate
instruction and operand memories, and instruction pipelining. It is
designed to execute efficiently over a class of algorithms that exhibit
(1) a high frequency of independent operations and (2) a low frequency
of branching.

The PAM will normally be programmed in an algorithmic language
(e.g., a subset of ALGOL) but will also be programmable in the PAN assembly
language (PAL). Each PAL instruction includes a postf ix assignment
part and a sequencing part (optional).

The PAM will be supported by a unified software system consisting
of a compiler , a parameterized assembler , and a parameterized simulation.
Compilation, assembly, and simulation time are less important in the
dedicated environment of the PAM than is execution efficiency. Ihere—
fore, the PAM software will be used to optimize PAM application pro-
grams and to verify and measure the performance of those programs on
various versions of the PAM in order to produce a PAM version tailored
to the application.

Once optimization is complete, the actual PAM hardware version
will be assembled. As a dedicated special—purpose processor , the PAM
will perform preprogrammed, preoptimized algorithms at the request of
a controlling device. Versions of the PAM, tailored to specific appli-
cations, will perform time—critical functions now performed by costly
fixed—prog r am hardware.
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Jim Campbell (Office of ASN , R&D)

The Navy ’s requirements for I/O standard control interfaces and
standard internal—bus structures and memory protocols are based on the
promises of near-term technology. The Navy will soon have chip or pro—
grammable chip protocols, but will not be able to implement them if V

there is no horizontal integration between its systems. Standardized
intersystem communications must be accepted if advantage is to be taken
of future technologies.

Bob Gordon (NUSC)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The military is so preoccupied with the concept of real time that
its system trade—off s are approximately 80% performance——only about
15% reliability and 5% flexibility . Commercial systems, on the other
hand, are trading of f 50% performance, 20% reliability , and 30% flexi-
bility. This is the key to the military ’s problems concerning obsolete
technology and high system—support costs. The Navy needs to develop a

— strategy that would allow technology improvements to maximize competitive
procurements and minimize the loss of previous investments.

Phil Andrews (NAVSEA)

Distributed processing, or any other technological innovation ,
is only as good as the ability to use it. The Navy ’s present manage—
ment philosophy is a limiting factor on the use of distributed pro—
cessing. After being assured that distributive processing can help
us come closer to overall goals, then greater support must be given
to it. This new technology must be implemented in systems r~ow under
development.

In developing distributed processing systems, a top—down approach
must be used and the total platform considered as a system. Military
systems must be fault tolerant and reconfigurable, and , since improve-
ments are inevitable, they must have the ability to adapt to new tech—
nologies.

Future shipboard systems will probably be hybrids , as opposed to
true distributed processing. However, before the Navy ’s systems will
be capable of truly performing their missions, there will have to be
some changes in the entire management structure as it is known today.
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Charles Arnold ( NUSC)

Operating system issues for distributive systems include:

1. Partitioning , which should be the concern of applications
engineers

2. Fault tolerance, which calls for dynamic reallocation capabilities
and , therefore, centralized control. No one knows how to decentralize
control.

3. Protection, which seems to be a subject that no one wants to
discuss

4. Synchronization. To prevent deadlocks, there must be communication
between functional subsystems.

As a representative of the software community, software—to—software
and exec—to—exec interfaces need to be standardized.

Tom Wolff (UNIVAC)

One of the primary design objectives for tactical systems is adapt—
- 

- 
ability to modifications. The capability to extend and modify a system
without disproportionate costs and side effects can be achieved through
modularity. Modularity cannot be controlled without structure. Structure
impl ies standard interfaces, which implies a standard control philosophy——
a system standard. Standards, however , must be good; otherwise , they
will not be adopted and they will not achieve their objectives.

As systems grow in complexity, the demands for the purely overhead
functions of communication and control increase. Problems occur when
systems are designed to spend a disproportionate amount of time in ac—
complishing overhead. There is no such thing as a best interconnect;
“the best” will depend upon specific environments, objectives, and appli-
cations. Our standards must permit taking advantage of all viable
interconnects.

The Navy has had standard hardware—to—hardware interfaces for quite
a wh ile , with MIL STD—l397. It is an effective interconnect, and the
Navy cannot hope to achieve anything better concerning hardware—to-
hardware interfaces. The Navy has ignored, however , interfaces between
software modules and exec—to—exec types. At this point in time, the
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integration of improved interface capabilities in tactical systems de—
pends upon the standardization of these other interface types.

A big difference exists between the objectives of tactical systems
and the typical commercial system. The standards must reflect those
differences.

Carl Mattes (NADC)

This three—day workshop can be summarized in four words: challenging ,
in that distributed processing holds promises for many improved capa-
bilities; confusing , in that participants cannot even agree on a defini-
tion; frustrating , in that one does not yet know how to achieve some
of the capabilities described as necessary for true distributed pro-
cessing; and encouraging because several Navy labs are currently de-
veloping distributed processing systems. Attendees have all achieved
a basic understanding of the state of the art, examined the Navy ’s objectives
and approaches for reaching its goals, and understanding many of the
associated problem issues, although there was no talk about how to re—
solve them. There was discussion on the need for standardization and
flexibility in Navy systems.

It is recommended that, for the future , program managers develop
a set of definitions for distributive processing and another set for
their platform requirements. The most important of those requirements
should be chosen for which there is no capability today, and the R&D
budget should be used to develop them. Our near—term systems must be
continuously improved with the existing knowledge and not hold back
for the ultimate system. At the same time, the ideas that promise the
greatest return on investments for the long—term future can continue
to be developed.

John Machado (NAVELEX)

The original letter describing t1~ workshop listed five objectives
that could be used as a basis for summarizing what was accomplished.

1. Understand the objectives of distributed systems. There is
a def in itional problem, and there was agreement that a set of common
goals for distributed systems be developed. From the systems design
aspect, a distributed system is one implementation technique that can

• be used to satisfy goals such as reliability and flexibility .
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2. Review current Navy approaches. The Navy’s distributed systems
are mostly in the R&D stage, in the 6—1 and 6-2 areas. However , the
Navy does have dispersed systems in the form of dedicated microprocessors
and microcomputers. The Navy is experiencing difficulties in trans-
ferring technology to the field because of the lack of existence proofs. 

- 

-

3. Survey the state of the art. Navy laboratories and industry
are far apart in this area.

4. Common issues. Protocols, network arch itectures, and system
trade—offs were discussed in much detail.

5. Trends, ideas, technologies, and their impact or potential
payoffs. The virtualization of networks seems to be a goal that most
are working for. New technologies kept transparent to the programmer
is a necessary goal ; otherwise, systems will continue to increase in
complexity.

An understanding of the state of the art is essential to any
discussion. Even though the issue of standardization is not new, it
cannot really be talked about until there is an understanding of the
state of the art. Also, several dif ferent standar dized protocols are
needed, each to be used for different implementations.

Walt Warner (NSWC)

V Applications programming is made easier by making systems software
more complex. Since system software is a one—time development, that
is the proper place to hide the systems complexities; however, engineers
must not forget that every time ~hey build flexibility or generalityinto a system, they are complicating the job of the system programmers.
Since the amount of sof tware overhead is already a real problem, the
situation calls for more cooperation between engineers and computer
scientists.

Another problem deserving coop~r-ation is fault detection. Planning
must be made for the situation in which a programmer has to solve a
failure in a system he did not write. This calls for failure isolation
and software verification/validation capabilities.

A basic concern about standardization is that the Navy cannot ex-
pect to produce standards that everyone will interpret in the same manner
if no agreement has been made upon standard definitions. Individual
biases and goals must be forgotten and all must work together to develop
a system that will operate for the men in the fleet.
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GENERAL COMMENTS TO SESSION IV
Joseph Carter (NOSC)

There are certain functions in our systems that have priority im-
portance, ones that cause real problems if they are down. There are
others that are not quite so important. A system whose functions are
tied together so that they go down in a realistic sequence; i.e., a
graceful degradation as opposed to a catastrophic one would be ideal.
Additionally, is it necessary for a UYK—7 to perform functions that
could be handled by a microprocessor? There are other overkill con-
ditions where hardware being used is too sophisticated for the job.

The Navy’s systems should be specialized only to the extent nec-
essary to do the job. To try to optimize everything is wrong, and
standards should reflect the considera tion that too many optin~izat ions
in one system cannot be implemented .

Richard West (NSWC)

This workshop has pushed the issues of improving performance and
reducing costs of distributed systems into the background in favor of
standardization. Those priorities are wrong. As evidence, consider
that (1) the percentage of our electronic systems budget spent on sup-
port costs is increasing every year, and (2) our existing systems do
not perform.

Most complaints about existing systems concern their lack of
testability and maintainability. However , some of our standardization
goals seem to contradict our professed testability and maintainability
objectives.
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